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In the present paper the following problems are treated. When do there exist (a) 
a precontent and (b) a precharge which lies between two given set functions? The 
obtained results yield, among others, several well-known theorems such as 
Bondareva’s core theorem, Kelley’s intersection number theorem, and sandwich 
theorems of Kranz, Gol’dberg, and Frank as immediate consequences. 0 1988 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout a is a nonvoid set and Qr E 9 c 2R, where 2” denotes the 
power set of Q. S(9) will denote the smallest hereditary ring in 2R 
containing 9, i.e., X(Y)= {CcQ: Cc U; Ai for some A,, . . . . A,EB}. 
We shall write R* = Ru { 00). A function p: 9 + lR* with &?)=O will 
be called set function. dom p = {A E 9: p(A) < M } is the effective domain 
of ,ll. 
A set function p: 9’ -+ R* is called 
finiteZy additive iff p(A) = C;= 1 p(A;) for all A, A,, . . . . A, E 9 with 
1, = C;= 1 l,, (here 1 A denotes the indicator function lA(m) = 1,O for 
mEA, oEAC:=SZ-A), 
additive iff ~(A)=~(A,)+~(AZ) for all A,Al,A,e9 with 
1.4 = 1.4, + 1A2’ 
increasing iff p(A) <p(B) for all A, BE ~3’ with A c B, 
precharge iff p can be extended to a charge (i.e., an additive set 
function) jI: 2” -+ R*, 
precontent iff p can be extended to a content (i.e., an additive increas- 
ing set function) p: 2* -k R*. 
For our investigations the following preorders on C(9), the system of all 
set functions p: 9’ -+ lR*, turn out to be useful. To avoid tiring repetitions 
we adopt the following notation. 
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In the following let < E { =, < ). 
For p, v E C(.!Y) we set 
lJ+v iff p(A) < v(A) for all A E 9, 
and 
p-Kv iff f p(Ai)Q f v(B,)for all A;, B,EL? 
i= 1 J=l 
with t 1 A,< f 1 4. 
i=l j= 1 
Furthermore, we write 
Remark 1. Let ,K 2R -+ R* be a set function. 
(a) The following statements are equivalent. 
(i) p is a charge. 
(ii) ,u is finitely additive. 
(iii) p .= p. 
(b) The following statements are equivalent. 
(i) p is a content. 
(ii) p is finitely additive and increasing. 
(iii) p .< p. 
Although this result ought to be well known we give a short proof. 
Proof (i) => (ii) follows by induction, and (iii) * (i) is obvious. 
(ii) * (iii): Let p be finitely additive. For s E S(2R) we set J,(s) = 
Cp”=, @({s=i}). Then for AcSZ we have J,(l,)=p(A) and 
J,(s+l,)= f ip(({s=i-l}nA)u((s=i)nA”)) 
i= 1 
=icl ip(({s=i}nA)u({s=i}nA’))+ f /4{~=i)nA) 
i=O 
= J,(s) + d-4 ). 
Hence, J, is additive on S(2R), which implies p .= p. From the identity 
J,(s)=Ci”=, c:=, p({s=i})=Cp=, cim,d4{~=q)=cL ,N{sakHwe 
infer that if p is increasing then J, is increasing as well, and we get ,B 4 P. 
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2. A GENERAL SANDWICH THEOREM 
In the proof of our main results we shall apply a sandwich theorem for 
preordered semigroups due to Fuchssteiner. 
Let (S, +, <) denote a preordered abelian semigroup with neutral 
element (i.e., the relation < is reflexive and transitive, and for a, b, c, do S 
with sib, cid we have a+ c<b+ d). A function f: S-+ R* is called 
(super-, sub-)additive iff f(s + t)( 2, < ) =f(s) +f(t) for all s, t E S. f is 
increasing iff f(s) <f(t) for s, t E S with s < t. 
PROPOSITION 1 [S]. Let f: S -+ R* be superadditive increasing, 
g: S + iR* subadditive, and f < g. Then there exists an additive increasing 
h:S+R* such that f<h<g. 
As a first consequence we obtain the following general sandwich theorem 
for set functions. 
THEOREM 1. For two set functions y: 9 --) R* and fi: S -+ R* the follow- 
ing statements are equivalent. 
(i) There is a set function p: 9 -+ R* such that p .< p and y < ,u 6 p. 
(ii) ~48. 
Proof. (i) - (ii) is obvious. 
(ii) * (i): S(9) is a preordered abelian semigroup with respect to 
pointwise addition (s + t)(o) = s(o) + t(o) and preorder s i to s(w) < 
t(o) for all o E Q. 1, is the neutral element. For s E S(S) we define 
and 
fl(s)=inf 
1 
2 ~(B,):B,~9,j<‘m~~,s< $J lB, 
j= 1 j= 1 1 
y(s)=sup i y(Ai):AiE9, i<nnE, i l.,<s 
i 
. 
i= 1 i=l I 
8: S(B) --) lR* is subadditive, and 7: S(9) + R* is superadditive and 
increasing. From (ii) we infer -j < 8. Hence by Proposition 1 there exists an 
additive increasing jI: S(S) + R* with 7 < ji < /I. p(A) := fi( lA), A E 8, has 
the desired properties. 
3. PRECONTENTS AND PRECHARGES 
Now we shall attend to the problems stated at the beginning. 
THEOREM 2. Let y : 9 -+ OX* and fl: B --) II%* be set functions. Then the 
following statements are equivalent. 
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(i) y.GB. 
(ii) There is a precontent ,u: 9 --* R* such that y <p < /?. 
ProoJ (i) 3 (ii): For EC D define 
B(E)=inf 
i 
2 B(B,):Bi~PP,j<m~fV/, 1,6 5 l,, , 
j= 1 ,=I 
where as usual we set inf 0 = co, and 
Then we have 7 .< 8. By Theorem 1 and Remark 1 there is a content ji with 
y<j<j?. In particular, yd’yIPd~(P</IlP</3, where PIP denotes the 
restriction of fi on P. 
(ii) 3 (i) is obvious. 
COROLLARY 1 [S, 11. A set function p: .9 + R* is a precontent iff 
/L..dp. 
COROLLARY 2. A set function p: 9 + [w can be extended to a content 
ji:3cp(6q-+lR iffp.<p. 
COROLLARY 3 [19, 1.41. Let 0 E X(9). Then a set function p: 9 -+ R 
can be extended to a content ,G: 2O --, F% iff p 4 p. 
EXAMPLE 1. Assume that for all A, BE 9 there is a CE 9 such that 
Cx A u B. Let y: 9 + Iw* be a set function. Then the following statements 
are equivalent. 
(i) C;=i Y(Ai)d(supy).(sups)foralls=C;=, i,,, Ai~9, i<nnE. 
(ii) There is a precontent /*: 9 --) Iw* with y <p 6 sup y. 
This is a generalized version of Bondareva’s “core theorem” [2] which is 
a fundamental result in cooperative game theory. 
Proof (i)*(ii): For s:=C;=, l.,,+~JY, l,, Aj, B,E~‘, and for 
p = (sup y) .I, _ (ia) (with 00.0=0) we have ~;=,y(A,)<(supy). 
(sup s) < (sup y) . 1 {j: B, # a}) = C& 1 /?(B,), i.e., y .G /I. Now (ii) follows 
from Theorem 2. 
(ii) 3 (i): Choose CE P? with CT u;=, Ai. Then we have 
,cl Y(Ai) d i l*(Ai) G (SUPS) .P(C) < (SUP S)(SUp ‘j’). 
r=, 
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As an immediate consequence of Example 1 we obtain Kelley’s intersec- 
tion number theorem. Recall that for any nonvoid system of sets 5! c 2O the 
number Z(2) = inf(sup(( l/m) C,“=, I,,): B, E J?, j< m E N} is called the 
intersection umber of 2. 
EXAMPLE 2 [9]. There is a content p: 2* + [w such that p(Q) = 1 and 
Z(S?)=infpl). 
Proof: We set y((a)=O, y(Q)=l, and JJ~%-{@,Q}=Z(~?). Let 
A,,...,A,E~:=~uV~,~}. Then for K=(idn:AiE2?-{0,f2}} 
and L= {i<n:Ai=Q} we have C;=, ?(A,) = Z(2). llyl + IL1 < 
s”P(Ci, K lA,) + \,!,I = sup(C;= i lA,). By Example 1 there is a content 
ii: 2” -+ [w* with y < ii\ ?? < 1. In particular, we have fi(sZ) = 1 and 
ji 12 > I(??). Again from Example 1 we infer sup(~~= L 1 !,) 2 xy! i z?( Bj) 2 
m.inffij2 for all Bje2?, j<m, which leads to Z(S)>infji)S. 
Next we note a second generalization of Bondareva’s core theorem. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let y : 9 --f Iw* be a set function. Then for 2 c B the 
following statements are equivalent. 
(i) C;=l~(Ai)<~~Cly(Bj) for all Ai~P, BjeL2 with x1=1 l.,< 
c,“=, 1,. 
(ii) There is a precontent p: B + Iw* with ZJ>, y and p I d = y I .5?. 
Proof. (ii) s (i) is obvious. 
(i)*(ii): Let fil2=yl& /?(12/)=0, and /?\P-(?!u {0})=~. 
Then we have y .< /?, and Theorem 2 can be applied. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let pL,: S --f Iw* be a net of precontents. Then there is a 
precontent p: 9 + [w* such that lim inf, pL, < p d lim supD p, holds. In 
particular, if we set % = {A EJ??: lim, pJ.4) exists}, then lim, pL,( d is a 
precontent. 
A related result is due to Thomsen [ 19, 1.73. In the special case Q = N, 
.9=2N, CL~(A)= (l/n) IA n (1, . . . . n>l, lim, pL, 12 is called asymptotic 
density. 
Proof. Let y = lim inf, pal and b = lim sup0 CL,, . Then it is easy to see that 
y .< jI holds, and by Theorem 2 the assertion follows. 
EXAMPLE 5. Let 0 4 $ c 2R, i E { 1,2}. Then the following statements 
are equivalent. 
(i) There exists a content p: 2* + R* such that p(A) > I>, p(B) for 
all AEON, BE?&. 
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(ii) For all {A,, . . . . A,}c& and jB1,...,B,,jc9!z with x;=, l,<< 
I& 1, we have n <m. 
ProojI (i) * (ii) is obvious. 
(ii)*(i): For .Y=~?,u~~u {@} we define set functions y : 9 + Iw* 
and ~:Y-+R* according to y/9,=1, y~(~z-~,)u{~}=O, /119!2=lr 
j?(0) = 0, and /?I ($?i - 5$) = 00. Then (ii) implies y .< ,!?, and (i) follows by 
Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 3. Let y: 9 + R’ and p: 9 + R be set functions. Then the 
following statements are equivalent. 
(i) y.=/% 
(ii) There is a charge p : 2O + R such that y d ,u 19 d 8. 
Proof: (i) * (ii): 1. Let JX be the set of all triplets (S’, y’, /I’) such 
that 9 c9’c 2*, y’, /?‘EC(.Y’) are real valued, y’( 9 = y, /?I 9 = B, and 
y’ .= 8’. We partially order A according to (pi;, yi, p,) + (.9$, yz, fiz) iff 
9i 3 9$:, y, 19 = yz, pi ( gz =/I*. Then (A, 3) is easily seen to be inductive. 
By Zorn’s lemma, (A’, 3) has a maximal element (@,F, 8). If we have 
@ = 2*, then (ii) follows with the aid of Theorem 1 and Remark 1. 
2. Suppose there is a CE~“-$. Let 9={(DcQ:kl,+~l,,= 
Cl,! for some k~fV, A,, B,E~). Now define ?,/I on 8s:=$u{C} as 
follows. Let jj 19 = 7, /I I@ = p and, in case C$5!, choose - co < y(C) < 
B(C) < co arbitrarily. In case C E 9 define 
and 
B(C) = infh [z’(Ai)-z’y”(B,)l, 
where the supremum (infimum) has to be taken over all ke N, A,, Bj~ s?’ 
such that kl c + Cl,, = Cl A,. 
Then again we have - cc < r(C) <j?(C) < co. In order to obtain the 
contradictory 7 .= /I we have to show that 
holdsforallk,IENu{O}, A,,B,E$ withkl,+~l.,=Il.+Cl,,. To see 
this, distinguish the three cases I = k, I < k, and I > k. 
(ii) * (i): By Remark 1 we have p .= p for every charge p. Hence, the 
assertion follows. 
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COROLLARY 4 [l, Theorem 3.2.51. A set function p: 9 + [w can be 
extended to a charge ji: 2R * R iff p .= p. 
COROLLARY 5. A set function p: B + [w* is a precharge ijjf p .= ,u and 
9 n X( dom ZJ) = dom p. 
Proof. 1. Let p .= CL. By Theorem 3 there is a charge F: 2R --) Iw such 
that ~YiJdorn p=p’(dom p. Define ji(A)=jl(A) for A~X(dom p) and 
fi(A) = cc for AE~*- X(dom CL). Then ji is a charge, and from 
9 n %(dom CL) = dom p we infer that fi extends p. 
2. If p is a precharge, then we have ZJ .= p by Remark 1. Now let 
A E 9 n X(dom CL). Then there are Ai E dom p such that 1 A < ,U,!. Choose 
Ck c Sz such that 1, + ,5’lck= Cl,,. Then we have p(A) + Cfi(C,) = 
Cp(A,) < cc for every charge b which extends p. This implies A E dom p. So 
we have 9 n X(dom II) c dom p. But the converse inclusion is obvious. 
Question 1. Let y : 9 + [w* and /I: 9 -+ [w* be set functions. When does 
there exist a charge p: 2R + IF!* such that y < ~19 d p holds? Necessary 
conditions are y .= /I and X(dom p) n .c? c dom y. 
EXAMPLE 6. Let R be a nonvoid set and Z an index set. For every i E Z 
let a set Aic Q and a real number cli be given. Then the following 
statements are equivalent. 
6) CieK cli= CjEL aj for all finite K, LE 2’ such that CisK l,, = 
CjeL l,. 
(ii) There is a charge p: 2” + [w such that p(Ai) = cli holds for all i E I. 
Proof: (ii) * (i) is obvious. 
(i)*(ii): For ieZ let p(Ai)=ui, and let p(@)=O. If A,=@ for 
some i, then lA,=CjED 1, implies O=CjcQraj=aj, and if Ai=Aj, then 
1 A, = 1 A, implies ai = aj. Hence, p is an unambiguously defined set function 
on .GP= {Ai: iEZ} u (0). N ow (i) implies p .= p, and Corollary 4 can be 
applied. 
EXAMPLE 7. Let pa: B -+ [w be a uniformly bounded net of precharges. 
Then there is a precharge p: 9 -+ Iw such that lim inf, pu, < ~1 d lim sup, pL, 
holds. 
Proof: Compare the proof of Example 4. 
Remark 2. To make the paper self-contained I gave an explicit proof of 
Theorems 2 and 3. Of course, both theorems are immediate consequences 
of Theorem 1 and the well-known Corollaries 1 and 4. 
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After the present paper had been prepared (Preprint 990, Technische 
Hochschule Darmstadt, June 1986) a paper of Georges Hansel and Jean- 
Pierre Troallic appeared (Prohah. Theory Rel. Fields 71 (1986) 357-366) in 
which a theorem very similar to our Theorem 2 is proved by different 
methods. 
4. SPECIAL SET SYSTEMS 
Up to now, apart from the assumption 0 ~9, which will also be pre- 
sumed in the sequel, we did not impose any restriction on the underlying 
set system 9. But in most applications .Y has some additional structure. 
We discuss here some of the most common examples. 
(a) Lattices 
Assume that 9 is a lattice, i.e., A, BE LY implies A n BE 9 and 
AvBE~. A set function p:??-+R* is called (super-, sub-) modular iff 
,u(AvB)+p(AnB)(>, 6<=,4A)+~(Bh A, 13~9’. 
LEMMA 1. Let 9 be a lattice, and let 8: 94 DB* and y: 8‘4 [w* be set 
functions such that y is supermodular, j? is submodular, and y < b. Then we 
have y .= p. 
We even have y .< p iff 
AEY, BEG’, BcA impfyy(B)<B(A). (1) 
Proof For s = C;= r 1 A,, Ai~.9’, i<n, we have {s>k}~p for all kc N 
and Z= 1 Y(Ai) d Ckc N Y ({s z k}) for every supermodular set function y 
[lo]. Similarly we have ~~=, fi(Bj)dCkeN /?({t>k}), t=Cyzl l,, 
Bj E 9, j < m, for every submodular set function p. 
Now if either s = t or if s 6 t and y, j? satisfy (I), then we have 
B({t~k~)~y((s3k}),kE~,whichimpliesCy(Ai)~~~(Bj).Ontheother 
hand, y .< /I obviously implies (1). 
THEOREM 4. Let 9 be a lattice. 
(a) A set function u: 9’+ Iw* is 
(i) modular iff p .=p, 
(ii) a precharge iff u is modular and dom u is hereditary in 9 (i.e., 
AE~, BEY, AIB, u(A)<oo implyp(B)<a), 
(iii) a precontent iff u is modular and increasing. 
(b) Let y:Y+5!* anda:S+IW* besetfunctionssuch that y</?. Ify 
is supermodular and p is submodular, then there is a modular set function 
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p: 9 + Iw* such that y < p < /I. If in addition y and /? satisfy condition (1) 
then p can be chosen increasing. 
The real-valued case of part (a) is due to Smiley [18] and Horn and 
Tarski [S]. (Compare also [17, 12, 141.) Part (b) was proved in [lo], 
where the interested reader can also find various applications. Related 
results have been obtained by Kranz [ 131 and Frank [ 3,4]. 
Proof. (a) Clearly the following implications are true: 
p precontent 3 p precharge 3 p .= p 3 p modular. 
(The latter follows from the identity lAua+ lAnB= 1, + le.) If p is a 
modular (and increasing) set function, then from Lemma 1 we conclude 
p .= p (CL .< p). So (i) and (iii) are proved. Finally, if p is a precharge, then 
we have dom p = .Y n %‘(dom p). In particular, dom p is hereditary in 9. 
Conversely, if ,U is modular, then for Cje dom p, j,< n, we infer 
p( UT= i C,) < co from the identity p( (lJy= t Cj) n C,) + p( Uy= 1 Cj) = 
p(lJ::: C,) +p(C,). So if dom p is hereditary, then we have dom CL= 
9 n X(dom cl), i.e., p is a precharge by Corollary 5. 
(b) Apply Lemma 1, Theorems 1 and 2, and part (a). 
EXAMPLE 8. 9 is a chain iff (A u B, A n B} = (A, B} for all A, BE 9. 
(a) Every chain is a lattice. 
(b) Every set function ~1 on a chain is modular. 
(c) Let Q = (1, 21, 9 = (0, (I}, Q), 140) = 1452) = 0, and 
!4{1))= a. 
This example shows that not every set function p: B + lR* with p .= p 
can be extended to a charge. So Theorem 3 turns wrong in the [W*-valued 
case. 
(b) Semirings 
Assume that 9’ is a semiring, i.e., A, BE 9 implies A n BE 8, and in case 
A 3 B there are Ci, . . . . C, E 9 such that 1 A = 1 B + C;= i 1 o,. A set function 
p:9+lR* is called finitely (super-, sub-) additive iff p(A) ( >, < ) = 
I;=, p(Ai) for all A, A,, . . . . A,E.?? with 1, = C:= i l,,. Recall that 95’(s) = 
{AcQ: lA=C;=, l,, f or some Aic 9, id n E lV} is the ring generated 
by 9. 
Remark 3. Let 9 be a semiring, and let /I: 9’ -+ IX!* and y : S + R* be 
set functions such that y 2 0. Then we have y .= /I iff y *< /I. 
Proof: Of course, y .< p implies y -= /I. Now let s = C l,, < C 1, = t, 
Ai, Bje9. Then we have t-s=C,“=l lI,rs+nl, {t>s+n}E%?(9’). Hence 
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there are a finite number of sets D,E 9 duch that t = s + 1 1 D,. SO 
0 < y .= B implies C y(A,) <Z y(A,) + C r(Dl) < C P(B,). 
LEMMA 2. Let 9 he a semiring, and let y : 9 -+ R* and /I : 9’ + R* be set 
functions such that y is finitely subadditive, /I is finitely superadditive, and 
y 6 j?. Then we have y .=/?. 
Proof: Let Ai, B, E B such that C;= r 1 A, = C,“=, 1 B,. Then, in particular, 
we have lJ;=,Aj=U,“=, B,=:D. For EcD we set E’=E and 
E-‘=D-E. For E=(E~,...,E,)E{-1, l}“-(-1)” we set A”= 
A;’ n . . . n AZ. From A&E B?(9) we derive the existence of a finite number 
of A;69 such that lAC=Cr 1,:. Similarly for 6~ { -1, l>“- {-l}” and 
Bb = Bf1 n . . . n B$ there are Bt E 9 such that 1 p = C,, ls;. Now from 
lA,=L,=I crcscy 1 Ann 8~ we infer CY= 1 Y(Ai) G C, C, Ca C, Y(AF n Bt) 
as y is finitely subaddit&e.q A similar argument leads to C;=, /?(B,) 2 
C6 C, 1, Cr /3(A; n B:). Now y d j3 implies y .= b. 
THEOREM 5. Let 9 be a semiring. 
(a) For a set function p: 9’+ R* the following statements are 
equivalent. 
(i) P.=P, 
(ii) ,u is a precharge, 
(iii) u is finitely additive. 
(b) For a set function p: 9’ --t R* the following statements are 
equivalent. 
(i) P 414 
(ii) p is a precontent, 
(iii) u is finitely additive and nonnegative. 
(c) Lety:9+R*andB:~+R*besetfunctionssuchthaty<Bp.Ify 
is finitely subadditive and B is Jinitely superadditive then there is a finitely 
additive set function u : B -+ R* such that y < p < f3. 
Of course, parts (a) and (b) are folklore. 
Proof: (a) (iii) * (i) follows from Lemma 2. 
(i) = (ii): According to Corollary 5 we have to show that 
.!YnX(dom p) cdom p. Let AELP, Aicdom p, 1, <C l,,. Then there 
exist Ck~P such that l,+E 1,--=x l,, and we conclude 
p(A) + x p(C,) = C ,u(Ai) < co, which implies A E dom p. 
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(ii) * (iii) follows from Remark 1. 
(b) Apply Corollary 1, Remark 3, Lemma 2, and part (a). 
(c) Apply Lemma 2, Theorem 1, and part (a). 
COROLLARY 6. Let 9 be a semiring, and let y : 9 -+ I&’ and j?: 9 + If2 be 
set functions. Then the following statements are equivalent. 
(i) For all {C,, . . . . C,}c9 with CizI l,,<l, there exist 
It , 2 . . . . tr} c aB such that for all Zc { 1, . . . . r} with Uks, C, E 9 we have 
(ii) There is a finitely additive set function p: 9 -+ E4 such that 
yGpc16. 
This result is, in essence, due to Gol’dberg [6, Teorema 121. 
Proof: (i) =S (ii): According to Theorems 1 and 5 we have to show 
that y.=J?. Let Ai, Bj~9 with C lA,=C l,,. Choose sets A: and Bi as in 
the proof of Lemma 2. For k = (a, q, 6, r) and Ck = Afn Bi choose tk 
according to (i). Then we have 
ig, Y(Ai)=;C1 Y ( u u u u wt) 
E:&,= I r d y 
‘<fB iJ UUUA”,nBi =ifl(B,). 
j=l a:a,= 1 y E r > j=l 
(ii) * (i): Take tk = p(Ck). 
(c) Halfrings, Intersection Rings, and Rings 
Now let 9 be a halfring, i.e., A, BE 9 implies A n BE 9, and in case 
A 3 B there are C1, . . . . C,E~ such that lA=lB+C;=l l,! and 
Ufel C,u BEB f or all j < n. If, in addition, one can always choose n = 1, 
i.e., if A, BE 9, A I B implies A -BE 9, then 9 will be called an intersec- 
tion ring. A set function p: 9 --, [w* will be called (sub-, super-) addirive iff 
p(A) (<, >)=p(AI)+p(A2) for all A, A,, AZe9 with l,= lA,+ l,,. 
THEOREM 6. Let 9 be a ha&ring, and let p: 9 + [w* be a set function. 
(a) The following are equivalent. 
(i) p.=p. 
409/133/2-17 
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(ii) p is a precharge. 
(iii) p is additive. 
(b) The ,following are equivalent. 
(i) pdp. 
(ii) p is a precontent. 
(iii) p is additive and nonnegative. 
This (nontrivial) result is, in essence, due to v. Neumann [ 163. We 
present a simplified version of v. Neumann’s proof. 
Proof: (a) (iii) * (ii): In view of Theorem 5 we have to show that for 
all n E N we have 
PtA)= f PCAi) for all A, A,, . . . . A,Egwith l,= i l,,. (2) 
i= 1 i= I 
This is obvious for n = 1. Assume that (2) is true for n = k. Let 
A, A,, . . . . A, + , ~9 such that 1, = C::/ l,,. Then there exist Ci~P’, 
iGlEN, such that lA=lAxiI+Cf=, l,, and D,:=U:=,C;EP, C,= 
Ak+,,j<l. So for all EEL we have 
&JnE)=p(D,nE)=p(C,~E)+p(D,~,nE)= ... = f: p(C,r\E). (3) 
,=o 
Now from lc,=Ck=, lL;nA, (1 <<j/I) we infer 
i= 1 i= 1 j=O i= I ,=I 
hence we get Cfz,’ p(Ai) = Clzo p(C,) = p(A) by (3). 
(ii) = (i) 3 (iii) follows from Theorem 5. 
(b) (iii) * (i) follows from Remark 3 and part (a). 
(i) =+. (ii) = (iii) follows from Theorem 5. 
The notion of a halfring has been introduced by v. Neumann [ 161. Here 
a word of warning seems to be in order. Sometimes, what we call halfring is 
called semiring [7, 11, and what we call semiring is called halfring [ 111. 
This may lead to confusion. So the following example disproves Theorem 1 
in [ll, Chap. II]: 
EXAMPLE 9. Let Q= {1,2,3), 9= (/zl, {l}, {2}, {3}, a}, p(Q)= 1, 
and P ) 9’ - {Sz} = 0. Then p is an additive set function on the semiring 9, 
but p is not finitely additive. 
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LEMMA 3. Let 9 be an intersection ring, and let y: 9’+ R* and 
8: 9 -+ R* be set functions such that y is subadditive, /I is superadditive, and 
y d 0. Then we have y -= b. 
Proof In view of Lemma 2 it is sufhcient to show that y(b) is finitely 
sub-(super-)additive. But for A, A,, . . . . A,EB with lA=C;=i l,, we have 
cyz: l/It= l&-An’ A - A.Ec?. By induction we get y(A) Q y(A,)+ 
y( A - A,) d CT= , y(A i). The proof for /I is similar. 
THEOREM 7. Let 9 be an intersection ring, and let y: 9 + lR* and 
fl: 9 -+ R* be set functions such that y is subadditive, /I is superadditive, and 
y 6 fi. Then there exists an additive set function p: .Y -+ R* such that 
y<p<p. 
Proof Apply Lemma 3, and Theorems 1 and 6. 
Question 2. Does Theorem 7 remain true for halfrings? 
EXAMPLE 10. .9 is a decomposition iff for every w E Q there is one and 
only one A E B with cu E A. 
(a) Every decomposition is an intersection ring. 
(b) Every set function on a decomposition is additive. 
If 9’ is a ring, i.e., if A, BE .?P implies A u BE B and A - BE S, then B is 
a lattice as well as an intersection ring. By combining Theorems 4 and 7 we 
obtain the following result, which sheds some more light on the philosophy 
that submodular set functions share properties of convex as well as of 
concave functions [ 151. 
THEOREM 8. Let g be a ring, and let y : B -+ R* and fi: 9 + R* be set 
functions such that y is supermodular and /I is submodular. 
(a) rf y < p, then there exists an additive set function u : 9 --* lR* with 
y<p<p. 
(b) Zf fl< y, then there exists an additive set function u: B + R* with 
B<pGy. 
Our last example shall protect against possible misinterpretation. It may 
also serve as an illustration of a remark of Kelley’s [9, p. 11743. 
EXAMPLE 11. Let 52={1,2,3}, /?:2”+R, and ~:2~--,lR with 
/I(A) = 0,2, 1 iff A = @, A = Q, otherwise, and y(A) = 2, 0 iff A = 52, A # S2. 
fl is subadditive increasing, y is supermodular increasing, and y < fi. But 
there is no additive p: 2O + I%’ with y < p < fi. 
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